
  

 

Abstract—The increasing amount of data in many web 

content systems has resulted in interesting opportunities for 

data driven knowledge discovery and data mining techniques. 

The aim of this paper is to propose a web content distributed 

data mining model) to get the benefits from these opportunities. 

The proposed model tries to overcome the expected difficulties 

which are related to these kinds of data. Distributed nature, 

heterogeneous data, privacy, data learning, and increasing 

interoperability within secured communications and 

performance issues are also considered. 

 

Index Terms—Distributed data mining, privacy preserving 

data mining, ontology, SOAP, web content systems. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Several important issues need to be addressed to design the 

web content distributed data mining model (WCDDM). The 

first one is the distributed nature and semantically disparate 

of data in web content systems (WCSs). Several approaches 

have been implemented for distributed data mining (DDM) 

[1]. One of these approaches is moving all distributed data 

into a central location and then performing mining tasks on 

the integrated data. Another approach is to perform mining 

tasks on each set of distributed data (for each location) to 

build local models. Then, local models will be moved to a 

central location and combined as a global model [2].  

The final years of the past decade have seen the rapid 

development of learning classifiers from a semantically 

homogeneous relational database in the machine learning 

literature [3], [4]. In recent years, there has been an 

increasing interest to extend such approaches for learning 

classifiers from multiple semantically disparate, 

geographically distributed, relational data sources  

on the Semantic Web [5].  

Privacy Preserving Data Mining (PPDM) is another 

important issue that needs to be considered during WCDDM 

model design. Most owners of WCS may not be willing to 

share their WCS data but they would like to take the benefits 

from DDM applications. According to [6], PDDM research is 

still in its infancy and there is no a practical system or 

development framework for PDDM. In recent years, there 
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has been an increasing interest in data mining privacy 

methods [7]. Examples of these methods are: sanitation, data 

distortion, and Secure Multi-party computation. Sanitation 

method aims to modify or remove sensitive data from data 

sources. Removing or modifying process may give a negative 

impact in the data mining results [8], [9]. Distortion method 

provides privacy for WCS data by modifying the original 

data [2]. Another different method uses Secure Multi-party 

Computation (SMC) that uses cryptographic techniques to 

ensure almost optimal privacy [6].  

The data learning process itself is a critical issue for this 

kind of model due to the relational nature of WCS data. 

Relational nature of WCS data basically violates two 

assumptions made by traditional data mining techniques as 

stated by [4]: "The instances in relational data are not 

recorded in a homogeneous structure and are not independent 

and identically distributed".  

In the WCDDM proposed model, we have used the 

approach that performs mining tasks for each distributed 

WCS data to build local models and then combining them 

into a global model on the WCS user-side (central side). 

Statistical Relational learning is used as a classification 

process, and hierarchical ontologies are used to solve the 

problem of semantically heterogeneous data in WCSs. There 

are privacy-based and performance-based components in 

both distributed WCS data and WCS user-side data. Simple 

Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is an XML-based protocol 

that will be used as a communication protocol to enable the 

user side to communicate with heterogeneous WCS data. In 

section III the WCDDM model is discussed in more details. 

 

II. WCDDM MODEL STRUCTURE  

A. Overall Structure 

 

 
Fig. 1. Overall structure of the proposed model. 
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There are two sides for the WCDDM model. WCS for 

user-side as central side and WCS for distributed competitor 

side. Various components in both sides work together as 

follows: Mining request is generated from user architectural 

components at the user-side, decomposed to many SOAP 

requests for each competitor side and SOAP results will be 

composed to generate integrated results at the user-side. Fig. 

1 shows the overall structure of the WCDDM model. SOAP 

adopts SSL encryption to encrypt the information, so it is 

secure to transfer information [10]. 

B. Distributed Competitor Side Architectural Components 

As indicated in Fig. 2, there are three types of competitor 

side components. Physical component, coordination 

processes, and memory buffers. Physical component includes 

a local database or any other data source formats and 

algorithms library. Algorithms library contains all available 

algorithms for DDM and PPDM. 

 

 
Fig. 2. Competitor-side architectural components. 

 

Coordination processes are interfaces between physical 

components and memory buffers. Coordination processes  

includes SOAP Generator, ontology builder (OB), data miner 

(DM), data reader (DR) and Privacy Preserving Data Mining 

Process (PPDMP). The functions of these processes are as 

follows:  

 SOAP Generator function: Receive "request SOAP 

message" and then convert it to competitor side 

environment. Convert mined result as "Response SOAP 

message" and send back to user side. 

 Ontology builder (OB) function: It is responsible for 

Building hierarchical ontology in competitor side to be at 

the same abstraction level with user ontology. 

Hierarchical ontology will be constructed according to 

predefined mapping constraints between user side 

ontology and competitor side ontology.      

 Data miner (DM) function: It provides the required 

algorithms from the algorithms library to perform data 

mining tasks and send the result to PPDMP to perform 

privacy process. After that, DM will place the result 

inside the data mined cache. 

 Data Reader (DR) reads the required data from 

Competitor data and places them inside data cache. 

 Privacy Preserving Data Mining Process (PPDMP) 

provides the required algorithms from the algorithms 

library to perform privacy tasks and then send protected 

results to Data Miner. 

Memory buffers component includes library cache, data 

cache and mined data cache. The aim of these buffers is to 

improve the performance of the proposed model. The library 

cache stores the most recently used DDM and PPDM 

algorithms, data cache stores the most recently used data, and 

data mined cache stores the most recent results. These buffers 

reduce the amount of physical reads (I/O reads) through the 

following steps: 

 Competitor side receives "request Soap message from 

user side. 

 Search for identical request and result inside these 

buffers. If they are available, the competitor side will 

directly send the result to the requester (user side) and 

there is no need to repeat DDM and PPDM processes 

again. 

C. User Side Architectural Components 

As indicated in Fig. 3, component types are similar to 

distributed competitor side. In user side, mapping library in 

physical components includes interoperation constraints, and 

the associated set of mappings from the user ontology to the 

competitor-side ontologies. 

 

 

Fig. 3. User-side architectural components. 

 

In coordination processes, the new processes are as 

follows:  

 Query decomposer (QD) maps and decomposes user 

side query into sub-quires for each competitor' side. 

 Result composer (RC) integrates all competitor side 

results as one result according to the used data mining 

algorithm. Integrated result will be placed by RC inside 

integrated mined data.  

New Memory buffers components in user side are as 

follows: 

 Data mining query cache (DMQ cache) that stores the 

most recently used composed and decomposed queries 

 Integrand mined data cache that stores the most recently 

used integrated results.   
 

III. HOW WCDDM MODEL WORKS  

This section illustrates the required steps to perform data 

mining process using the proposed WCDDM model. 

Consider two competitor customer data that independently 

collect information about their customers in connection to 

Affluent card as shown in Table I.  

Where data set D1 is collected by WCS for competitor1 

and D2 is collected by WCS for competitor 2. Consider an 

employee from User-Side WCS who wants to infer a model 

that can be used to find out whether a customer in Du has 

deserved an affluent or not. This requires the ability to 

perform statistical queries over D1 and D2. We notice that 

D1 and D2 are differing in terms. WCDDM model 

overcomes this heterogeneity of semantics by using 

hierarchical ontology to add semantic for each data set 

through Ontology Builder component (OB). As we have 

mentioned in Section III, algorithms library contains all 
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available algorithms for DDM and PPDM. In this example, 

Relational Bayesian Classifier (RBC) will be used as 

classifier algorithm to explain how WCDDM works. RBC is 

one of Statistical Relational Learning (SRL) which is a 

modification of the traditional Simple Bayesian Classifier 

(SBC) for relational data [4]. WCDDM model works through 

two phases. Ontology construction is the first phase which is 

discussed in subsection 4.1 in more details. Subsection 4.2 

discusses the DM formulation and PPDM processing as a 

second phase. 

 
TABLE I: EXAMPLE OF COMPETITOR-SIDE (D1, D2) AND  

USER-SIDE (DU) CUSTOMER DATA SOURCES 

 
 
 
D1 

ID sex Country Age affluent 

34 M KSA 25 Yes 

49 F USA 32 yes 

23 M UK 18 No 

50 F KSA 45 No 

33 M Malysia 22 Yes 

 
 
 
D2 

CID sex City  birth affluent 

1 M Riyadh 1985 Yes 

2 F London 1986 Yes 

3 M KL 1976 No 

4 M Ohio 1970 No 

5 M Exter 1987 NO 

 
 

Du 

CNO sex Location Age affluent 

475 M Loc1, KL 25 ? 

287 M Loc3, Manchester 35 ? 

530 F Loc3, Ohio 18 ? 

 

A. Ontology Construction 

Objective: the aim of this phase is to solve the problem of 

semantically heterogeneous data. From the above example, 

WCDDM needs to construct three ontologies: first 

Competitor Ontology (CO1), second Competitor Ontology 

(CO2) and User Ontology (UO). These ontologies will be 

constructed according to predefined schema mapping table as 

shown in Table II. 

 
TABLE II: EXAMPLE OF EXAMPLE OF PREDEFINED SCHEMA MAPPING 

TABLE 

UO  CO1 (abstraction level) UO  CO2((abstraction level) 

CNO = ID   (FS) CNO = CID (FS) 

Sex=sex    (FS) Sex =sex    (FS) 

Country > City  (US) Country > location (US) 

Age = age (FS) Age = current date-birth (CFS) 

Abstraction level Terms:  

FS: fully specified level of an abstraction (UO=Coi) 

OS: Over specified level of an abstraction (UO<Coi) 

US: Under specified of an abstraction (UO>COi) 

CFS: computed fully specified level of an abstraction UO=FUN(COi) 

 

WCDDM Used Components: Ontology Builder (OB), 

SOAP Generator, algorithm library, mapping library, Data 

Reader (DR) and data cache.  

WCDDM detailed Steps: the detailed steps can be 

summarized as follows:  

 User-side OB retrieves the right mapping table (such as 

Table II) from the mapping library, and stores it inside 

the library cache to reduce I/O reads for future use. 

 User-side OB constructs user-ontology (UO) for the user 

data source (Du).  

 Use-side SOAP Generator sends SOAP-request message 

to all competitor-sides to create their ontologies. This 

SOAP-request message includes mapping table 

identifier as a parameter.  

 Competitor-side OB receives SOAP-request message 

and checks what is the mapping table identifier will be 

used.  

 Competitor-side OB retrieves the right mapping table 

from the mapping library, and stores it inside the library 

cache to reduce I/O reads for future use.  

 Competitor-side OB constructs competitor-ontology 

(COi) for its own data source (Di).  

 Competitor-side SOAP Generator sends SOAP-response 

message to User-side.  

 Physically, user-side DR reads the required data from 

user data and places them inside the user data cache. 

Competitor-side DR reads the required data from 

competitor data and places them inside the competitor 

data cache.  

 Logically, the required data will be moved from Du to 

UO in user-side and from Di to COi in competitor-sides. 

B. Data Mining Formulation and PPDM Processing. 

Objective: the aim of this phase depends on the data 

mining and PPDM algorithms that will be used. Because we 

will use RBC algorithms as an example, the aim of this phase 

is a formulation of statistical query for UO and sub-queries 

decomposition for each CO. In this phase we have used a 

proposed WCDDM syntax which is similar to SQL syntax to 

explain the idea.  

WCDDM Used Components: algorithm library, library 

cache, Query Decomposer (QD), Data Mining Query cache 

(DMQ), mined data cache, SOAP Generator, Data Miner 

(DM), Privacy Preserving Data Mining Process (PPDMP) 

and result composer (RC).  

WCDDM detailed Steps: the detailed steps can be 

summarized as follows:  

 User-side retrieves RBC DM algorithm from algorithm 

library to generate statistical query, and stores it inside 

the library cache to reduce I/O reads for future use.  

 User side uses the constructed UO to create its own 

composed query (CQ) as shown below:  

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Example of WCDDM Syntax for Composed query (CQ):  

 

Generate affluent class label  

For UO record  

Where UO.sex='M' and age='<=25 years'  

----------------------------------------------------------------   

 

 User-side QD component decomposes the created CQ 

into sub-quires (SQi) for each competitor ontology (COi) 

as shown below:  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Example of WCDDM Syntax for the First Sub-query (SQ1):  

 

Select  
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P(sex=Male|Afflunet=yes), 

P(sex=male|affluent=NO), // FS abstraction level for sex  

P(age<=25|Afflunet=yes) ,  

P(age<=25|Afflunet=NO), // FS abstraction level for age  

P(Afflunet=yes),  

P(Afflunet=No)  

From CO1; //competitor-side ontology1  

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Example of WCDDM Syntax for the Second Sub-query 

(SQ2):  

Select  

P(sex=Male|Afflunet=yes), 

P(sex=male|affluent=NO), // FS abstraction level for sex 

P(current_date- birth<=25|Afflunet=yes),  

 // CFS abstraction level for birth attribute  

P(current_date- birth<=2|Afflunet=NO) 

 // CFS abstraction level for birth attribute  

P(Afflunet=yes), P(Afflunet=No)  

From CO2; //competitor-side ontology2 

---------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

 Both CQ and SQi will be stored by User-side QD inside 

the DMQ cache for future use.  

 User-side SOAP Generator converts SQi into SOAP 

messages and sends them to competitor sides.  

 Competitor-Side SOAP Generator receives SOAP 

message and convert it to SQi.  

 Competitor-Side Data miner (DM) initiates RBC data 

mining algorithm service by retrieving it from the 

algorithm library and stores it inside the library cache.  

 Competitor-Side DM executes SQi and saves the results 

inside the mined data cache to be used in the future in 

case the Competitor-Side DM received the same SQi as 

shown below:  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Example of WCDDM Output for Competitor-Side DM 

execution result of SQ1:  

 

P(sex=Male|Afflunet=yes)= 2/3 ; 

P(sex=male|affluent=NO)= 1/2  

P(age<=25|Afflunet=yes)= 2/3 ; 

P(age<=25|Afflunet=NO)=1/2  

P(Afflunet=yes)= 3/5; P(Afflunet=No)= 2/5  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

  

Example of WCDDM Output for Competitor-Side DM 

execution result of SQ2:  

 

P(sex=Male|Afflunet=yes)=1/2 ; 

P(sex=male|affluent=NO)=3/3  

P(current_date- birth<=25|Afflunet=yes)= 2/2  

P(current_date- birth<=25|Afflunet=NO)= 1/3  

P(Afflunet=yes)= 2/5; P(Afflunet=No)= 3/5  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Competitor-side PPDMP performs the required privacy 

task for the results from the available PPDM algorithms.  

 Competitor-Side SOAP Generator sends the encrypted 

results as SOAP message to user-side.  

  User-side SOAP Generator receives all Soap messages 

of encrypted results.  

 User-side PPDMP performs the decryption process by 

using the right PPDM algorithm from the available 

PPDM algorithms.  

 User-side result composer (RC) integrates all decrypted 

results as one result and places it inside the Integrand 

mined data cache component for future use as shown 

below:  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

---  

Example of WCDDM Output for User-side RC composition 

process:  

 

//This composition process uses RBC as classifier algorithm  

P(UO record |affluent =Yes) = ([(2/3)*(2/3)] + [(1/2) * 

(2/2)]) ÷ 2 = 0.47  

P(UO record |affluent =NO)= ([(1/2) *(1/2)] + [(3/3) * 

(1/3)]) ÷ 2 = 0.29  

P(affluent =Yes) = [(3/5)*(2/5)] ÷2 =0.12  

P(affluent =NO) = [(2/5)*(3/5)] ÷2 =0.12  

------------------------------------------------------------------------

---Positive = 

P(UO record | Affluent= yes) * P(affluent =Yes)= 

 0.47 * 0.12= 0.06  

------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

Negative= 

P(UO record | Affluent= NO) * P(affluent =NO)=  

0.29 * 0.12= 0.03 

------------------------------------------------------------------------

--- 

Observation: 

  

Positive value > Negative value 

------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Final Result:  

 

UO record Where UO.sex='M' and age='<=25 belongs to 

class label =' affluent =Yes'  

 

 Finally, the affluent class label will be generated for the 

required UO record as shown below:  

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Example of WCDDM Syntax for Class label Generating:  

 

Insert into UO  

UO.Affluent= 'YES'  

Where UO.sex='M' and age='<=25 years'  

----------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

IV. CONCLUSION  

Data mining in WCSs is an application of distributed data 

mining (DDM). To design a suitable model for Data mining 

in WCSs, we need to consider several issues such as: 

heterogeneous data, privacy, data learning, increasing 

interoperability within secured communication, and 

performance. Our WCDDM model contains components 

which are dedicated to solve these issues. We have used 
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memory buffers to overcome performance issues. We have 

used hierarchical ontologies to add semantics on data levels. 

We have proposed background processes for Privacy 

Preserving Data Mining, composition, and decomposition of 

data mining queries. We have used SOAP technology to deal 

with heterogeneous WCSs, increase interoperability and 

secure communication messages. 
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